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Abstract
Within a rather abstract computational framework Artificial Intelligence (AI) may be defined as intelligence exhibited by machines.
In computer science, though, the field of AI research defines itself as the study of “intelligent agents.” In this context, interaction
with popular virtual environments, as for instance in virtual game playing, has gained a lot of focus recently in the sense that
it provides innovative aspects of AI perception that did not occur to researchers until now. Such aspects are typically formed by
the computational intelligent behavior captured through interaction with the virtual environment, as well as the study of graphic
models and biologically inspired learning techniques, like, for instance, evolutionary computation, neural networks, and reinforcement
learning. In this short survey paper, we attempt to provide an overview of the most recent research works on such novel, yet quite
interesting, research domains. We feel that this topic forms an attractive candidate for fellow researchers that came into sight over the
last years. Thus, we initiate our study by presenting a brief overview of our motivation and continue with some basic information on
recent virtual graphic models utilization and the state-of-the-art on virtual environments, which constitutes two clearly identifiable
components of the herein attempted summarization. We then continue, by briefly reviewing the interesting video games territory, and
by discerning and discriminating its useful types, thus envisioning possible further utilization scenarios for the collected information.
A short discussion on the identified trends and a couple of future research directions conclude the paper.
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I. MOTIVATION & INTRODUCTION
During the last few years, recent advances in the fields of machine learning and AI have led to the development of deep
learning algorithms. Such algorithms typically require large datasets which may be difficult and tedious both to collect and
to annotate. Moreover, there are certain limitations that may arise when using such a dataset. First, manual labeling may be
ambiguous. When many users are involved, they may have different backgrounds, limited knowledge on the specific goals of the
annotation (i.e., on how will the dataset be used) and even limited understanding of the concepts they aim to annotate. These may
lead to poor annotations, prone to errors. Second, in real-life datasets occlusion of objects is common and limited viewpoints
are included. Thus, it is difficult or even impossible to create high-quality datasets without any such flaws. A notable solution
when dealing with the aforementioned limitations is to develop graphic and real-like models of real-life objects. Boosted by the
increasing computational processing power of late GPUs, many approaches have been lately presented that aim to create realistic
models for typical objects and many synthetic datasets have emerged. It is now feasible to have access to large, automatically
generated and annotated datasets of 2D and/or 3D objects from any viewpoint, e.g., by exploiting CAD models. Of course,
ambiguity is eliminated and semantic descriptions are accurate. This approach has been used for tasks such as Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM), tracking, gesture recognition, etc.
In other tasks, such as surveillance or autonomous driving, it is necessary to create more complex virtual environments. It is
also time-consuming to collect annotated data, whilst annotation errors should be avoided. Two of the areas that have attracted
the interest of the related research community are the virtual worlds and video gaming. The former mainly deal with simulated
environments that are accommodated within networked computers, allowing users to participate via personalized avatars. In many
cases, such virtual worlds are real-like, i.e., they mimic real-life. Users are able to navigate within them and interact with other
users. This way, one is able to capture scenes from such worlds (e.g., pedestrians crossing a street) and use them to train real-life
applications (e.g., collision warning with pedestrian detection systems in cars). As for video games, it is easier, e.g., to segment
and annotate synthetic data sets for pattern recognition, or test the performance of agents.
In this position paper we attempt to provide a short survey on the aforementioned research areas. Motivated by the growth
of synthetic datasets and the exploitation of data generated within virtual environments & video games, we aim to identify the
main trends and provide a tabular summarization of relevant research works in order to facilitate a better understanding of the
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Work Task(s) Method(s) Pros Cons Dataset(s)
[1] flight controller deep reinforcement learning collision avoidance manual training synthetic
[2] benchmark & model dataset generation robust ground truth, evaluation simulation parameters synthetic
[3] hand gestures analysis dataset generation comparative evaluation narrow focus natural & synthetic
[4] semantic scene understanding dataset generation contextual information limited dataset 1002 image classes
[5] multi-view object 3D objects recognition performance limited novelty custom (car)
class detector small dataset dataset
[6] fine-pose estimation CAD models exploitation performance limited dataset 50 real images
[7] fine-pose estimation exact 3D models exploitation performance limited dataset 800 images, 225 models
[8] 2D object detection 3D model rendering small-scale dataset required limited object types virtual data
[9] viewpoints synthesis 3D model utilization comparative evaluation limited dataset synthetic
and re-synthesis
[10] commonsense assertion visual abstraction novel approach subjective evaluation synthetic (AMT)
classification
[11] deep CNNs object detection crowd-sourced 3D CAD novel approach preliminary results synthetic
model utilization
[12] multi-view object class detection 3D geometric model utilization novel approach weak evaluation synthetic
[18] multi-view object class detection 3D representations of novel approach limited object categories PASCAL 2006 car dataset
object classes 58 synthetic models
[13] viewpoint estimation 3D model rendering convolutional neural complex approach 5 datasets
networks training
[14] object detection 3D CAD models utilization visual elements matching false positives Google 3D Warehouse
[16] CNNs features analysis 3D CAD models utilization quantitative & complexity 3 datasets
qualitative approach
[15] vision algorithm training on-the-fly rendering CNNs utilization limited testing NYU dataset
[17] indoor scene understanding training data generation noise incorporation limited evaluation synthetic, NYUv2 dataset
Table 1. Approaches utilizing graphic models.
field for future research studies and applications. In this manner, all tables to follow include six columns: The first contains each
works bibliographic reference number in order of appearance; the second describes the main task the particular work attempts
to tackle; the third focuses on the depicted methodology the authors propose or utilize in order to solve the particular research
task at hand; the fourth column presents a representative set of positive characteristics (if applicable); the fifth column presents
a representative set of negative characteristics (if applicable); the sixth column provides information on the utilized dataset/game
(if any).
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: in Section II we present research works exploiting graphic models within
computational efficient tasks. Section III deals with recent research efforts aiming at virtual worlds utilization, whereas Section IV
details the application of information derived from video games for the purpose of resolving related research problems in an
innovative manner. Finally, in Section V we conclude the paper, while also mentioning our plans for future work.
II. GRAPHIC MODELS
The rather unexpected recent advance on graphic models utilization in a variety of computational tasks boosted related
research and constituted the latter as the main building block, on top of which several, quite distinct approaches, originating
from different computer science domains, were based. Towards this end, a number of studies have tried to take advantage of
graphic modeling characteristics in order to utilize them as a means to provide unbiased and accurate solutions to traditional
computational problems. Among the pioneers in this field, Sadeghi [1] proposed a flight controller scheme trained entirely
in a 3D CAD model simulator, based on collision avoidance via a deep reinforcement learning algorithm. Handa et al. [2]
presented a benchmark and a model primarily aimed at RGB-D visual odometry and 3D reconstruction. Their work provided a
means of quantitatively evaluating the quality of the final map or surface reconstruction produced in the process. In [3] authors
introduced a corpus for benchmarking hand gesture recognition systems. In another interesting approach that attempts to bridge
two rather distinct research fields, Zitnick et al. [4] tackled the semantic scene understanding problem via the utilization of
abstract images created from collections of clip art. More specifically, their main research question was whether photorealistic
images are necessary for scene understanding. They demonstrated the potential of using abstract images to study high-level
semantic understanding, since such images may allow for the easy creation of huge noiseless data sets.
In other early works, researchers revisited the idea of utilizing learning shape models for object class recognition purely
from 3D data [5]; the main novelty lies on the fact that authors did not use any natural training images of the object class
of interest in the process. In the same sense, Lim et al. introduced a novel approach to the problem of localizing objects in
an image and estimating their fine-pose ( [6], [7]). In an alternative approach, Sun et al. [8] attempted 2D object detection by
training on virtual data rendered from 3D models, avoiding the need for manual labeling. Rematas et al. [9] utilized 3D models
towards an image-based synthesis and re-synthesis of viewpoints by successfully addressing the challenging problem of filling
in disocclusion areas.
Vedantam et al. [10] took the aforementioned interpretations a step further and investigated whether vision provides a
complementary source of commonsense knowledge to text. Hence, in addition to reasoning about the similarity between tuples
based on text, they proposed to ground commonsense assertions in the visual world and evaluate similarity between assertions
using visual features. Crowd-sourced 3D CAD models are utilized in [11] in order to augment the training data of contemporary
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Work Task(s) Method(s) Pros Cons Dataset(s)
[20] synthetic data framework driving simulator easily adoptable lack on comparable evaluation synthetic
[21] pedestrian detection SVM-based approach virtual & false positives synthetic
real world comparison
[22] pedestrian recognition classifier performance no high-level Towncenter, PETS
semantic interpretation 2006, CMUSRD
[29] pedestrian detection aspect clustering & detailed approach occluded pedestrians 4 datasets
part alignment detection accuracy
[23] video surveillance evaluation visual surveillance simulation test-bed flexibility weak evaluation synthetic
[24] autonomous driving vision-based semantic segmentation real-world urban images manual annotations synthetic
[25] agent training test-bed virtual world racing simulation modular & portable stability synthetic
[26] data-driven robotic simulator real-world simulator cross-platform no evaluation synthetic
[27] low-level features evaluation photo-realistic synthetic world innovative approach performance 2 virtual datasets
[28] virtual- to real-world vehicle detection novel approach narrow application virtual world data
domain adaptation comparative evaluation domain
[30] simulation platform graphics exploitation innovative approach narrow application synthetic
to boost simulation domain
Table 2. Approaches utilizing graphic models.
deep convolutional neural network models (CNNs). In [12] authors used a part model which discriminatively learns the object
appearance with spatial pyramids from a database of real images, and encodes the 3D geometry of the object class with a
generative representation built from a database of synthetic models. In a similar approach [18], they presented a 3D approach to
multi-view object class detection by building 3D representations of object classes which allow to handle viewpoint changes and
intra-class variability.
In [13], authors tackled the object viewpoint estimation problem by utilizing 3D - instead of traditional 2D - models, i.e., they
used images rendered from 3D models to train convolutional neural networks for viewpoint estimation on real-world images.
Aubrey et al. [14] translated the problem of object category detection in images as a 2D-to-3D alignment problem, whereas
in [16] they further analyzed CNN feature responses corresponding to different scene factors via utilizing a large database of
suitable 3D CAD models. Papon et al. [15] addressed the problem of indoor scene understanding from RGB-D images through
a multi-output convolutional neural network that utilizes an on-the-fly rendering pipeline generating realistic synthetic training
datasets. Finally, in [17], authors tackled the indoor scene understanding problem by carefully synthesizing training data with
appropriate noise models with promising results. In other words they used deep learning as their computational framework for
semantic segmentation, a rather interesting and yet to be fully analyzed research approach. Table 1. provides a detailed overview
of the discussed research efforts by categorizing them accordingly, illustrates their advantages and disadvantages and reasons on
their suitability within the broader research field.
III. VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
From the definition point of view, a virtual world forms “a computer-based simulated environment populated by users who
may explore the virtual world, participate in its activities and communicate with other users” [19]. Such virtual environments can
serve a variety of research and educational goals and may be useful for examining human and computational behaviour. Haltakov
et al. [20] presented a virtual world, based on the open-source framework VDRIFT, towards the simplification of collecting
images for driving-related applications. Furthermore, the authors highlighted the efficiency of their proposed framework through
its evaluation upon a set of multi-class segmentation algorithms. Using a SVM-based approach Marin et al. [21] proposed a
classifier able to discern from an image the presence of a pedestrian. To achieve this, the authors exploited data generated by a
virtual world. Their findings indicated the suitability of synthetic data for the aforementioned task. Similarly, Hattori et al. [22]
using data produced by a virtual world, trained a classifier for the task of recognizing pedestrians. The authors stated that their
proposed approach was able to outperform conventional pedestrian detection systems. In addition, Xu et al. [29] discussed in
detail how virtual world data may be used for learning pedestrian deformable part-based models, i.e., popular state-of-the-art
pedestrian/object detectors. By utilizing a popular game engine Taylor et al. [23] presented ObjectVideo Virtual Video, an open-
source framework for generating realistic video surveillance footage. Through the presentation of various applicable scenarios
along with the implementation of a set of vision-based algorithms the authors highlighted the applicability of their surveillance
test-bed. Ros et al. [24] created SYNTHIA, a synthetic annotated dataset concerning autonomous driving applications. Through
the application of a convolutional neural network upon a training corpus comprised of synthetic data for the task of semantic
segmentation, the authors concluded that the model was able to operate efficiently on real world data.
Wymann et al. [25] developed TORCS, a test-bed for training agents in the context of a racing simulation. The authors
stressed that the constructed platform is ideal for a multitude of both high- and low-level tasks concerning autonomous driving.
In [26], authors present an easy-to-use simulator aiming to enable seamless generation of training data. It allows for enabling
rapid training and development of data-driven robotic systems and enables high fidelity simulation which in turn can be used
to collect training data for building machine learning models. Kaneva et al. in [27] investigated the utilization of a synthetic
photo-realistic virtual world in order to gain complete and repeatable control of the environment so as to evaluate low-level
computer vision image features. Furthermore, Lopez et al. in [28] introduce the notion of a deformable part-based model as an
exemplifying case of virtual- to real-world domain adaptation. As a use case, they addressed the challenge of vehicle detection
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for driver assistance, using different publicly available virtual world data. Finally, Veeravasarapu et al. [30] described a simulation
platform that incorporates latest graphics advances and use it for systematic performance characterization and trade-off analysis
for vision system design. Their approach establishes the link between alternative viewpoints, involving models with physics based
semantics and signal and perturbation semantics and confirms insights in literature on robust change detection. They verified the
utility of their simulation platform in several case studies dealing with various situations such as illumination changes, noise and
the effect of weather. Table 2. presents the herein discussed approaches according to their type and illustrates each one’s main
features and characteristics.
IV. VIDEO GAMES
In the herein discussed framework, video games are nowadays gaining a lot of attention towards one of the long-standing
challenges of AI, namely the task of successfully learning to control agents directly from typical computational inputs, provided
by computer vision. Most successful reinforcement learning applications that operate on such a domain have relied on manual
features and representations. Clearly, the performance of such systems heavily relies on the quality of features representation,
where video games may indeed come to the rescue. Recent advances in deep learning have made it possible to extract high-level
features from raw sensory data, leading to important breakthroughs and novel approaches. Among the ones worth mentioning is
the one by
Work Task(s) Method(s) Pros Cons Game(s)
[31] machine learning algorithms training photo-realistic simulation images unsupervised method dataset bias GTA
[32] machine learning algorithms efficiency neural network model technique validation narrow application domain N/A
[33] ground truth creation pixel-accurate semantic label maps adaptability of approach small dataset (25K frames) GTA V
[34] visual-based reinforcement learning convolutional deep neural networks 3D, semi-realistic narrow application domain Doom
[35] artificial intelligence agents benchmarking reinforcement learning and planning extensive evaluation platform dependent 55 games
[36] recursively decomposable factorizations QTF model good evaluation platform dependent Atari 2600 games
[37] reinforcement learning toolkit web platform collaborative effort preliminary implementation POMDPs collection
[38] autonomous artificial agents learning facilitates creative task development flexible API lack on evaluation Quake III Arena
[39] deep learning algorithms training client-server architecture flexible API lack on evaluation StarCraft: Brood War
[41] autonomous artificial agents learning utilization of 3D world plethora of use-cases lack on evaluation Minecraft
[42] autonomous artificial agents learning reinforcement learning environment detailed approach platform dependent StarCraft II
Table 3. Video games exploitation works.
Johnson-Roberson et al. [31], who presented an unsupervised approach for the annotation of objects found in synthetic
images generated by the popular Grand Theft Auto V open-world video game. By training a deep learning model using the
aforementioned data, the authors concluded that the network was able to achieve better results than those obtained with a real-
world dataset. Similarly, by providing similar environment conditions to the ones found in real-world datasets, Shafaei et al. [32]
investigated whether synthetically generated RGB images from a video game can augment the efficiency of machine learning
algorithms responsible for performing image segmentation and depth perception. By training a neural network model on synthetic
and real-world data they were able to achieve comparable results and moreover they stated that the synthetically generated RGB
images may even provide better results compared to the real-world datasets, if a simple domain adaptation technique is applied.
Because the creation of an adequate annotated dataset is a rather resource-intensive and complex process, Richter et al. [33] aimed
to examine the exploitation of video games for the purpose of training a semantic segmentation system. The authors stressed that
models trained on both types of data are able to achieve better results than those relying solely on real-world images, noting, in
addition, that the object variety found in the synthetically generated images is rather satisfactory.
Based on the need for the creation of a research-oriented reinforcement learning platform, Kempka et al. [34] developed
ViZDoom, a visual learning platform that is based on Doom, a first-person shooter (FPS) video game and may be highly
customizable via user scenarios. Moreover, through the realization of two experiments concerning deep reinforcement learning,
the authors highlighted the effectiveness of their proposed platform into training competent bots exhibiting human-like behaviors.
Bellemare et al. ( [35], [36]) presented the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE), a multipurpose video game platform for
benchmarking AI agents using Atari 2600 video games. More specifically, upon an experimental evaluation of the presented
platform concerning reinforcement learning and planning algorithms, the authors highlighted the suitability of their proposed
platform for assessing agents. Having in mind the significant impact of recent advances in reinforcement learning, Brockman et
al. [37] developed OpenAI Gym, a platform for reinforcement learning research. More specifically, the aforementioned toolkit
allows the development and assessment of agents in a plethora of supported video games.Moreover, the OpenAI team presented
Universe,12 a tool built on top of OpenAI Gym that offers the ability to create and test reinforcement learning algorithms in a
multitude of both video games (e.g., Flash and Atari video games), as well as real-world tasks such as web browsing.
Synnaeve et al. [39] developed TorchCraft, a library that facilitates the application of deep learning algorithms in video games
within the Real-Time Strategy (RTS) domain (e.g., StarCraft), through the utilization of Torch [40], a well-known machine-learning
library. Similarly, Vinyals et al. [42] created a machine learning API that constitutes possible to utilize information extracted
from StarCraft in real-time so as to train and test both deep learning and reinforcement learning algorithms.Johnson et al. [41]
1https://blog.openai.com/universe/
2https://github.com/openai/universe
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presented Malmo, a platform that utilizes Minecraft, a sandbox video game, in order to provide a test-bed for the creation of
agents aimed for fundamental research in artificial general intelligence (AGI). In particular, Malmo supports the design of agents
that are able to perform a multitude of complex tasks, as offered in Minecraft’s detailed 3D world. By using as a basis the Quake
III Arena, a first-person shooter video game, Beattie et al. [38] presented DeepMind Lab, a 3D environment designed for research
and development of general AI and machine learning systems. A summary of the aforementioned studies is provided in Table
3., which classifies them accordingly. Finally, we should herein mention several AI competitions that use popular video games.
Typically, the goal is to develop some kind of AI software agent, able to “play” non-deterministic games. Popular examples of
such competitions include Ms Pac-Man Competition3, the StarCraft AI Competition 4, the Simulated Car Racing Championship
5 and the Mario AI championship6. Such competitions take place within popular international AI conferences and attract the
interest of the research community.
V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this work, we presented several studies focusing on utilizing new, evolving gaming and computational intelligence
techniques for improving and/or gaining insight into a multitude of different tasks within the so-called “virtual world” domain.
We organized the aforementioned studies into three major categories, namely providing information on recent works on graphic
modeling, using virtual environments as the means of implementing numerous computational tasks, and finally, video gaming
with a special focus on reinforcement learning approaches. Having in mind the impact of virtual gaming in both everyday life of
youngsters and research advances of the respective research community, our motivation was to identify the main trends within
this particular application domain in order to facilitate a better understanding of the emerged field for future studies. We believe
and hope that based on the tabular organization and interpretation of each category we provided, future useful research directions
may be identified by interested fellow researchers and that they may be able to use this survey work as a future point of reference.
According to the findings of this survey, one may identify a clear trend: current related research is dominated by an active,
ongoing and steadily increasing utilization of information and synthetic data derived from virtual environments towards the
simplification of computational tasks, that were never before treated nor interpreted in this manner by researchers. The most
aided domain at the moment seems to be (modern) computer vision approaches that exploit the aforementioned techniques to
depend less on expensive data acquisition and accurate manual labeling. Still, we think this is an evolving and currently shaping
research territory with many more application domains to be identified in the process. So, among our future work lies the task
of further monitoring this evolving research community so as to broaden this study into other identifiable sub-domains, while in
addition exploring traditional relationships between virtual world production and consumption.
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